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Despite the gradual lifting of

health measures and the start of

the vaccination campaign in the

camp , , the health situation

remains complicated and the

possibilities of getting to the gym
for people living in the
Mavrovouni camp remain
limited. The number of covid cases

remains high in the camp and it is

always necessary to take measures

to limit the spread of the virus in

the gym . Morevoer , the number of

push backs is still very high , and

following the continuity of the

number of second rejections ,

many members of our community

had to leave the island .

SITUATION  ON  LESVOS SITUATION  IN  ATHENS

GENERAL  UPDATES
After 5 longs months of waiting, our gyms finally reopened this month .

Lesvos gym activities restarted on may 10 , then three weeks later , on may 31 ,

the gym in Athens could also welcome its students . After training in the

camp and . the park for so long it was amazing to see how happy our

community was to be back in the gym . We are taking strict hygienic

measures and the COVID rules are clearly visible in both gyms . 

Since we gave a lot of materials to the teachers in the camp during
lockdown, we are in very high need of new boxing equipment, jump
ropes and shorts! 
Hilde Honerud , Board Member and professional photographer , published

her photobook about YSR , "GYM". It is a beautiful book and we cannot put

into words how precious this is to YSR . It perfectly captures the strength

and beauty of our community , while still showing the pain and suffering the

people here have to go through . You can buy the book here ! The money of

the special edition will all go to YSR ! 

Two Italian journalists, Dario and Giacomo , followed us for two weeks ,

first in Athens , and then on Lesvos , accompanied by Estelle and Nina . From

May 24 to 30 in Athens , and then we had the opportunity to show them

Lesvos from May 31 to Juna 6 . This reportage on Yoga and Sport with

Refugees , will be publised in different magazines and newspapers of

different countries ,

In May , 115 arrivals were identified by Aegen Boat Report , and 1355 people

were transferred during this period . Among the many boats identified only 6

arrived on the islands while 36 boats were stopped by TCG/Police . In total ,

Aegean Boat Report have registered 26 illegal pushbacks in the Aegean

Sea .

As a result of the situation in Lesvos ,

and the transfer of many refugees to

the mainland , Athens faces an

overpopulation in the refugee camps

around the capital . The number of

refugees present in this space

remains very important , however , the

processes are not faster and fruitful .

That 's why the reopening of our gym

in Athens was a real relief so that the

teachers from the gym in Lesvos who

had to leave for Athens continue
their activities, and stay focused on

the sport despite the long process ,

mentally and physically exhausting .  

https://heavybooks.net/gym/


Martial arts

37.5%

Bodybuilding

15%

Parkour

1.3%

Zumba

5%

Yoga

10%

Running

10%

MEN

73.5%

WOMEN

26.5%

Number of activities : 

Number of teachers : 

Total amount of participants in all the projects :

Average amount of students per day :

10 community
coaches

THE  PROJECT  IN  NUMBERS

27

28

700

450

Division of students over the different projects 
(Lesvos + Athens):

Number of men/women 
in the projects:

+ 10

+ 1

+ 150

+ 80

Compared to
last month

280 students
practicing  daily

19 sports offered 
(gym, Mytilini)

8  volunteers
2 coordinators

18 community
coaches

Lesvos

Athens
180 students

practicing  daily
8 sports offered 
 (park and gym)

3 coordinators

The number of students did not
grow enormously because we have
to work with limited capacity due

to COVID restrictions



We opened May 10! After a full week of preparing , cleaning and waiting , the

gym in Lesvos reopened on May 10 with the right COVID-measures in place to

prevent the propagation of the virus . It was one of the first places to reopen

just after the end of the lockdown . It was such a relief for YSR team , the

teachers and the students to finally get out of the monotony of the camp . 

We had an amazing lunch together with all the teachers and volunteers to

celebrate the end of Ramadan and to celebrate the reopening of the gym !

Our classes have a capacity of 25 students per class, with a strict

registration : Each student enrolled in the class has a personal card , necessary

to leave the camp and be able to attend the classes . In just a few weeks , most

of the classes offered by our teachers were already full . Even if some problems

persist to leave the camp , the students have , in general , with this system , the

possibility to come to the gym on time . 

From May 31 , the football and volleyball classes in Spanos made also their

comeback ! The teams train 3 times per week and must submit weekly rapid

tests . 

LESVOS  



We opened the 31st of May! The coordination team prepared the Gym for its

reopening on the 31st of May . Our teacher Ehsan painted the new logo of Yoga and

Sport on the building , Ali repaired some leakages inside the space , cleaned and

arranged everything to be ready for the students to come back to the Gym ! 

They took the right hygienic measures to be ready and covid safe . 

The 30th of May , two of our Muay Thai teachers , Majid and Hamid , participated in

the Muay Thai Grand Prix in Athens . Some members of Team Energy came tto the

house of Nina and Estelle to watch together and from there we broadcasted the

fight on ZOOM so all our community had access to watch . 

We are in touch with a Greek lawyer a Greek kickboxing teacher to see if it is

possible to legally register as a Gym or as a sports Club . 

More and more shelters for unaccompanied minors are referring their kids to our

activities . 

Nasrin , our zumba teacher in Athens , and Estelle , took part in a Facebook Live on

the 23rd of May to explain why it is important to offer empowerment self defense
to women on the move . We are excited to announce that our Gym will host a

Teach the Trainer workshop from 15th to 22nd of August to give more women the

opportunity to become ESD instructors , including our community teachers .

Nina and Estelle were in Athens from the 23rd to the 27th of May together with the

Italian journalists . We had an amazing dinner together with all the teachers and
Estelle's parents. 

Our Taekwando teacher and coordinator Aref organized a competition for all his

students in the park to prepare them for a real competition !

ATHENS

IOANNINA
As mentioned in the last monthly report Estelle and Morteza visited Ioannina in

the end of April to discover a potential cooperation with Habibi works and KOIZ

to start a sports project in Ioannina for all but focused on women . We are

currently working with the fundraising taskforce to find the budget for the

project . In July Miren Zubeldia , a former volunteer of YSR will go to Ioannina

for one month to start up more activities and give the project a kickstart . We

hope to be able to start in the end of August , this depends on when we get the

funding . 



PICTURE  TIME

Taekwando competition 
with Aref

Teacher dinner Athens

EID celebration Lesvos

New logo Athens gym

Site visit Ioannina

Karate Lesvos

Women sport Athens

Majid and Hamid in the
Muay Thai Grand Prix



THE  SCHEDULES

LESVOS  

ATHENS  



KONFRONT/LESS TALK boxing

equipment

Lauf Weiter shoes and clothes

Shoes from Huesca & more donations

from the Basque country !

Income

Our total income this month : 7 .376 (+3 .11)

Income from general donations : 3 .112

(+1 .875)

Income from volunteer house : 1125

Support from Three Peas : 400

KONFRONT (rent): 20

Monthly donors : 60  

OHF support : 2 .363

Income per category: 

Other forms of support
Physical donations :

GENERAL  FINANCES  

We are 100% funded through independent donations

Volunteer house
16.3%

OHF
28.4%

Website
8.8%

Monthly
0.9%

Transfer
36.2%

Three Peas
5.8%

Expenses

Our total expenses this month : 6 .377 (+1 .036)

Expenses Lesvos : 2 .515 (-165) 

Expenses Athens : 1 .765 (+585)

General expenses : 2 .097 (+621)

Expenses per category: 

Travel
7.9%

Gym Lesvos
3.2%Teacher support

25.4%

Car
9.3%

Gym Athens
6.4%

Human Resources
17.5%

Housing
29.7%

General Fundraising Update
With the help of one of our volunteers

we did a Facebook wimming

fundraiser to restart swimming

actiivies , which collected 3300 euros .

We received a lot of in kind boxing

donations from KONFRONT and Less

Tald Athletics and shoes and shirts

from the Basque conury . A study

association in Utrecht did a big

online running event and collected

1100 eurod from us . We are super

thankful that OHF is helping us to pay

some of the running costs for the

Lesbos project . Finally a financially

positive month again . 

Explanation of Expenses
We spend some extra money to prepare

the gyms to reopen . Housing costs are

still high , but these expenses are also

partly compensated by the users , except

from the teacher house . The teacher

house costs were high this month

because of the bills and some

maintenance work . We finally paid the

damage we made on the car during the

aftermath of the fire , when driving to

the gym through the mountains . Other

than this just the regular expenses were

made this month . 



Mahdi (dancing)

Zaki (yoga)

Rachidou (bodybuilding)
Navid (boxing)

Habib (boxing)

Sangali (Kung Fu)

Mahdi (Muay Thai)

Habiba (women fitness)
Zia (Parkour)

Nassim (Karate)

Yadullah (yoga)

Sultan (Akroyoga)

Jaweed (Judo)

Saeed Haroon (Wrestling)
Mahmood (Swimming)

Aman (Football)

Jawad (Football)

Sultan (Akroyoga)

Hayatullah (volleyball)

Ali (bodybuilding)

Sohaila (Fitness women)

Aref (taekwando)

Ehsan (Kung-Fu/Boxing)

Morteza (running)

Mohadese (yoga)

Hamid (Muay Tai)

Nasrin (Zumba)

Mohammad (Parkour)

Update on teachers 

Current teaching team : 

2 teachers left Lesbos and are in

Athens now : Wahid and Aziz

Iqbal the boxing teacher left the team

in Athens .

In total this month there are 4 new

teachers , 3 on Lesvos and 1 in Athens .

Lesvos : 

Athens :

Social media

Facebook (YSR)
Total likes : 3 .234 (+35) 

Total followers : 3 .495 (+44)

Total posts : 9 (+0)

Instagram (YSR)
Total followers : 2 .957 2(+117)

Total posts : 12 (+3)

Facebook (YSR Athens)
Total likes :  593 (+31)

Total followers : 633 (+34)

Total posts : 3 (-1)

Instagram (YSR Athens)
Total followers : 576 (+61)

Total posts : 7 (+3)

Leo

Kirstine

Abbas

Nabiullah

Aref

Nina

Romane

Update on volunteers 

Coordinators : Miren , Aisling , Aref ,

Ali , Soheyla .

Aisling temporarily takes over the
volunteer coordination on Lesvos
as long as Louise is in Denmark.
The volunteers in April :

COMMUNITY  &  OUTREACH

Vice world news : "Refugees in

Greece Are Teaching Each Other

Martial Arts to Blow Off Steam"

Facebook live with

Forge4Humanity and

Donate4Refugees

V erve letter : Trying to spread hope

in "hell on earth"

ESD live with Nasrin

Publications

Wahid arrived in

Athens and will

start wrestling in

our gym in Athens

soon !

Aziz , thank you so

much for all your

classes on Lesvos !

We hope to see

you soon !

https://www.vice.com/en/article/5dbpkb/refugees-greece-martial-arts-moria
https://verveletter.substack.com/p/interview-with-estelle-jean-trying?utm_source=substack&utm_medium=email&utm_content=share&token=eyJ1c2VyX2lkIjozNzM4NTYwMCwicG9zdF9pZCI6MzY3NDUzODIsIl8iOiJ2aGhvVCIsImlhdCI6MTYyMzIyNDY2MSwiZXhwIjoxNjIzMjI4MjYxLCJpc3MiOiJwdWItNzY2NCIsInN1YiI6InBvc3QtcmVhY3Rpb24ifQ.ul2kaEvfk2G6WgVg5UZGEziLIISpgRORwCTXaoA2bdI


Have the administration in order
(01/03/2021)

Create the support team
(15/03/2021)

Diversify the Board of Directors
(01/06/2020)

Create more sustainable income
(Action point for all year)

PRIORITIES
GENERAL PRIORITIES

The financial documents for 2020 are

ready and received , we have also

found a system for the contracts , We

are sorting out with the lawyer  how

we can register the gym in Athens as

an official sports club . We will start

the process of becoming a Greek

registred NGO after the summer . 

We added Romane Vaisse and

Antoine Bourcieu to the support

team . 

We hope to add a Greek person to the

board next month . 

Funding is an ongoing process , but

there is a lot of work done and slowly

good results are coming in . 

Make a new registration system

Work with community volunteers

Invite the local community for
climbing

Make an elaborate mapping and
stakeholder analysis to create
collaborations with other
organizations in Athens

Find at least 3 other local sports
organizations to exchange
teachers and students with

Offer more classes exclusively for
women 

PRIORITIES LESVOS

The registration system is working so

far and students are able to attend

classes . All students have a personal

card and they have to hand in the

card while they are training in order

to receive clothes .

We have three amazing community

volunteers at the moment ;

Nabiullah , Aref and Abbas . 

In the climbing classes there are 3

locals joining regularly . It is amazing

to see the mix of people in the gym . 

PRIORITIES ATHENS 

This is finalized and we are now

talking to potential partners . 

We have made a link to the boxing

department of Olympiakos and a

Taekwando club . 

Zumba , fitness for women and yoga

for women are now implemented in

the schedule . 

UPDATE  ON  POLICY  PRIORITIES
QUICK  SUMMARY



Romane
Second time volunteer and amazing dancer !

 

"I discovered Yoga and Sport with Refugees in a
french paper, I contacted Estelle and it just
clicked. While it may seem to be just a workout
program, for many people here it is a reason to
live, to keep fighting. A simple gym, a team of
teachers and coordinators, they have this power.
It is a timeless bubble where nothing other than
team spirit, challenge and friendship matter." 

Navid 
Boxing coach Lesbos

"I am teaching boxing in YSR and I am very
happy all my students come to the gym and we
can train together. I am very thankful that we
can train here in the gym." 

MESSAGE  FROM  THE  COMMUNITY

WITH  THANKS  TO  OUR  PARTNERS:

HABIBI Refugym VidMob

Zaporeak One Happy Family Proemaid

IPF

Three Peas

LAVA KONFRONT LessTalkAthletics Spanos


